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            Abstract
Modes of propagation through an optical system are generally defined as the eigensolutions of the wave equation in the system. When propagation occurs through complicated or highly scattering media, however, modes are better identified as the best orthogonal communication channels to send information between sets of input and output apertures. Here we determine the optimal bidirectional orthogonal communication channels through arbitrary and scattering optical systems using photonic processors. The processors consist of meshes of electrically tuneable Machâ€“Zehnder interferometers in silicon photonics. The meshes can configure themselves based on simple power maximization or minimization algorithms, without external calculations or calibration or any prior knowledge of the optical system. The identification of the communication mode channels corresponds to a singular value decomposition of the entire optical system, autonomously performed by the photonic processors. We observe crosstalk below â€“30â€‰dB between the optimized channels even in the presence of distorting masks or partial obstructions. In these cases, although the beams bear little resemblance to conventional mode families, they still show orthogonality. These findings offer potential for applications in multimode optical communication systems, promising efficient channel identification, adaptability to dynamic media and robustness against environmental challenges.
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                    Fig. 1: Automatically finding the best orthogonal communication modes with a pair of photonic integrated processors.


Fig. 2: Orthogonal modes between arbitrary sets of optical apertures.


Fig. 3: Orthogonal modes through obstacles and scattering media.


Fig. 4: Orthogonality between data communication channels.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Beam shapes of orthogonal modes between arbitrary sets of optical apertures.
Complete set of beam pairs (far fields \({{{\Psi }}}_{{\hat{{{{\bf{u}}}}}}_{1,2}}\) and \({{{\Phi }}}_{{\hat{{{{\bf{v}}}}}}_{1,2}}\)) measured when the number of input M / output N apertures in the source/receiving volumes are progressively reduced, a in a non-symmetric configuration (Mâ€‰=â€‰9,â€‰8,â€‰.â€‰.â€‰.â€‰,â€‰5; Nâ€‰=â€‰9), and b in a (point-)symmetric configuration (Mâ€‰=â€‰Nâ€‰=â€‰9,â€‰8,â€‰.â€‰.â€‰.â€‰,â€‰5).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Coupling strength of mode pairs established between arbitrary sets of optical apertures.
Simulated coupling strengths of modes established between the source/receiving volumes when the number of input M and output N apertures are progressively reduced a in a non-symmetric configuration (Mâ€‰=â€‰9,â€‰8,â€‰.â€‰.â€‰.â€‰,â€‰5; Nâ€‰=â€‰9), and b in a (point-)symmetric configuration (Mâ€‰=â€‰Nâ€‰=â€‰9,â€‰8,â€‰.â€‰.â€‰.â€‰,â€‰5). Coupling strengths are normalized to that of the first mode when M = N = 9. Experimental data are shown in Fig. 2b,c, while measured beam shapes are reported in Extended Data Fig. 1.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Orthogonal modes through obstacles and scattering media.
The full set of obstacles used in the experiments include metal obstructions arranged as a periodic pattern of a circles (and laterally shifted in b), c donuts, d crosses, and e a microscale reproduction of the Politecnico di Milano logo. The far-field beam shapes of the first two modes \({{{\Psi }}}_{{\hat{{{{\bf{u}}}}}}_{1,2}}\) providing the maximum coupling strengths and the minimum mutual cross-talk through these obstacles are shown. For each case, bar charts show the coupling strength (Ïƒij, iâ€‰=â€‰j) and the mutual cross-talk (Ïƒij, iâ€‰â‰ â€‰j), which are both deteriorated with the insertion of the obstacle (dashed bars, before configuration), and can be mostly recovered by optimizing the two photonic processors (solid bars, after configuration). In the experiments reported in panel f the obstacle is a phase aberrator emulated by using an SLM; the recovery of the coupling strength (Ïƒij, iâ€‰=â€‰j) and the mutual cross-talk (Ïƒij, iâ€‰â‰ â€‰j) is shown for 11 different example configurations of the SLM. The peak-to-peak phase shift introduced by the phase-only aberrator is 2Ï€.
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Supplementary Information
Supplementary Sections 1â€“3, Figs. 1â€“4 and caption for Video 1.


Supplementary Video 1
Camera view of the measured far field of the first (mode 1; left) and second (mode 2; right) modes during the automated setting performed by the two-processor system. The experimental conditions are the ones considered in Fig. 1e. â€˜Resetâ€™ operations correspond to random settings of all the phase actuators of the two meshes, which are scrambled at each trial. To better appreciate the mode evolution, the control algorithm is intentionally slowed down and is paused at each reset. Two modes are sequentially established (search for mode 2 starts after the convergence of mode 1); however, for a better comparison, the evolution of the two modes is shown together in the video.
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